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as a contributor to the windows server 2012 unleashed publication, author by: kerrie meylerlanguange: enpublisher by: sams publishingformat available: pdf, epub, mobitotal read: 74total download: 344file size: 48,5 mbdescription: this is the comprehensive reference and technical guide to
microsoft system center configuration manager 2012. a team of expert authors offers step-by-step coverage of related topics in every feature area, organized to help it professionals rapidly optimize configuration manager 2012 for their requirements, and then deploy and use it successfully.

the authors begin by introducing configuration manager 2012 and its goals, and explaining how it fits into the broader system center product suite. omar droubi, mcse, mcts, has maintained a successful career and delivered quality work as a senior information technology professional for
more than 20 years by keeping current with the latest technological developments and trends. as a writer, he has coauthored several sams publishing best-selling books, including microsoft windows server 2003 unleashed, windows server 2008 unleashed, and windows server 2008 r2

unleashed. omar has also been a contributing writer and technical reviewer on several microsoft exchange server books and publications. he has been deeply involved in testing, designing, and prototyping windows 8 and windows server 2012 for the past several years and plans to assist
organizations in getting the most out of the latest features included in the products. guy yardeni, mcitp, cissp, mvp, is an accomplished infrastructure architect, author, and overall geek-for-hire. guy has been working in the it industry for more than 15 years and has extensive experience

designing, implementing, and supporting enterprise technology solutions. guy is an expert at connecting business requirements to technology solutions and driving to successful completion the technical details of the effort while maintaining overall goals and vision. guy maintains a widely
read technical blog at www.rdpfiles.com and is a windows mvp.
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the new windows server 2016 unleashed ebook takes you by the hand, guiding you from the very beginning of
your windows server 2016 planning and design process, through the migration and deployment of windows

server 2016, and finally, how to get the most out of your server infrastructure. it also contains a companion cd
with more than 10 hours of expert-led video training, plus a bonus online course that goes even deeper. the new

windows server 2016 unleashed cd has more than 10 hours of expert-led video training, plus a bonus online
course that takes you through the process of planning and deploying windows server 2016 in an enterprise

environment. this cd is based on the same content found in windows server 2016 unleashed. the new windows
server 2016 unleashed online course is designed to give you comprehensive step-by-step guidance on planning,
designing, and deploying windows server 2016. along the way, youll learn how to plan your server infrastructure,
including licensing, patching, monitoring, and troubleshooting. you will also learn how to deploy windows server

2016 on cloud and virtual environments as well as on physical servers. with windows server 2012, microsoft
introduced a whole new way toconfigure and monitor your datacenter and network. it lets you centralize allyour
server and network settings, and it includes an all-new set ofadministration tools. use this book to learn how to
use the new tools,from server manager to the new system center 2012 console. if you areusing windows server

2012 in a business environment, this book willshow you how to automate your settings to make the entire
datacenterlook like one big, shared, virtual desktop. 5ec8ef588b
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